Friday, April 06, 2018

AECOM STRENGTHENS SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
FOR FEDERAL AND COMMERCIAL CLIENTS BY
LEVERAGING IFS TECHNOLOGY
AECOM, a premier, fully-integrated global infrastructure firm, announced today a partnership
with IFS, a global enterprise applications company, to modernize and transform its supply
chain management capability using IFS Applications™. IFS Applications is an integrated
application suite for critical business processes such as supply chain management, predictive
maintenance and digital transformation.
AECOM’s Management Services group will utilize these tools to expand its portfolio of
offerings, improve efficiencies, eliminate manual processes and provide exceptional value to its
customers, including the U.S. Department of Defense, U.S. Department of State, U.S.
Department of Energy, NASA and commercial clients. Enabling the company’s procurement
and supply chain professionals with IFS’s technologies will drive even greater agility, flexibility
and responsiveness to clients’ ever-changing mission priorities.
“Through the implementation of dynamic supply-chain technology, AECOM will help our clients
achieve performance excellence and maximize their opportunities,” said John Vollmer,
AECOM’s president of its Management Services group. “Our clients will realize increased value
and savings through robust automation, significantly improved response times, reductions in
inventory levels and planned on-time deliveries. We are excited about this partnership with IFS
– a force multiplier for AECOM and our continued growth in the federal sector.”
“IFS has a proven history of being able to help organizations like AECOM meet the
requirements of federal government clients in settings ranging from procurement, asset
management and maintenance, repair and overhaul, through complex government contracting
vehicles,” said Kevin Deal, vice president of Aviation and Defense for IFS. “We are excited
about the opportunity to help AECOM automate and streamline numerous front and back office
processes, enabling the company to tighten the procurement cycle, regardless of whether
inventory is received at an AECOM warehouse, a customer location or a construction site. We
look forward to standing up a supply chain management system that AECOM can leverage to
enable growth in the market.”
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About AECOM
AECOM is built to deliver a better world. We design, build, finance and operate infrastructure
assets for governments, businesses and organizations in more than 150 countries. As a fully
integrated firm, we connect knowledge and experience across our global network of experts to
help clients solve their most complex challenges. From high-performance buildings and
infrastructure, to resilient communities and environments, to stable and secure nations, our
work is transformative, differentiated and vital. A Fortune 500 firm, AECOM had revenue of
approximately $18.2 billion during fiscal year 2017. See how we deliver what others can only
imagine at aecom.com and @AECOM.
About IFS
IFS™ develops and delivers enterprise software for customers around the world who
manufacture and distribute goods, maintain assets, and manage service-focused operations.
The industry expertise of our people and solutions, together with commitment to our
customers, has made us a recognized leader and the most recommended supplier in our
sector. Our team of 3,500 employees supports more than ten thousand customers worldwide
from a network of local offices and through our growing ecosystem of partners. For more
information, visit: IFSworld.com
Follow us on Twitter: @ifsworld
Visit the IFS Blogs on technology, innovation and creativity: http://blogs.ifsworld.com
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